Lateral masking effects on contrast sensitivity in rats.
Changes in target visibility may be produced by additional stimulus elements at adjacent locations. Such contextual effects may reflect lateral interactions of stimulus representations in early cortical areas. It has been reported that the organization of orientation preference found in primates and cats visual cortex differs from that found in rodents, suggesting functional distinctions across species. In order to examine effects of lateral interactions at a perceptual level, contrast sensitivity in rats was measured for Gabor patches masked by two additional patches. Rats responded to target onset, and perceptual indices were based upon reaction time distributions across levels of luminance contrast. It was found that contrast sensitivity of targets without lateral masks corresponded to levels previously reported. For all measurements, the presence of sustained lateral masks systematically reduced sensitivity to targets, demonstrating interference by adjacent elements across levels of contrast. Effects of mask orientation or separation were not observed. These results may reflect reported non-systematic topography of orientation tuning across the cortex in rodents. Results suggest that intrinsic lateral connections in early processing areas play a minimal role in stimulus integration for rats.